
 

Over the next few months the CPGA Golf Professionals at Storey Creek will be helping you improve your 
golf technique with a series of instruction articles targeting different parts of your game. We hope you 

enjoy your golf more than ever this year!  

For private or group instruction call the Pro Shop 250.923.3673 or visit www.storeycreek.bc.ca 

Be Precise 

Golf is such a great game. One minute you are trying to hit the ball out of sight (down the centre of the 
fairway out of sight), the next you are trying to make it disappear into a tiny hole from short range, which 

can be equally difficult, if not more so.  

One book I have read and recommend to everyone is Golf is not a Game of Perfect, by Dr Bob Rotella, a 
leading sports psychologist. He has worked with many professional athletes and covered many sports 

during his career. After reading the book I went out and shot a course record 66. One chapter highlights 
the importance of aiming at small, specific targets. Sounds easy, right? Each lesson I teach, I ask my 

student what he or she is aiming at. More often than not I hear “down the middle” or “between those two 
markers”, in each instance the vague target covers 20-30 yards of ground. 

What I learnt from that book, and from watching countless great players since, is that they specifically 
visualize the flight and roll of the ball, while choosing an EXACT starting point to begin the journey. 

Next time you head to the course, or the range, create your own specific routine. I recommend standing 
behind your ball, imagining the perfect flight (or roll), while picking out the absolute smallest target 

possible. After your practice swing and waggle, settle in to your stance and take several more looks at the 
smallest target you can see. Your mind now has a much more EXACT idea of what you are trying to 

achieve. 

A small target on a drive might be the 150 yard pole in the (exact) centre of the fairway, or a branch 
high up on a tree far in the distance or a peak in a mountain range. 
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On an approach shot it may be the flagstick or the edge of a bunker that you plan on flying past, or 
stopping short of, or again the trunk of a tree (image taken - 17th Hole at Storey Creek - shameless self 
promotion). 
On a chip shot you should choose where you want the ball to land after it’s flight, and ascertain how 
much roll will be needed from the exact spot. This spot should be no bigger than your golf ball. In 
practice, try to land your ball on a coin and then allow it to roll out to the hole. 
For a lengthy putt, aim at a tiny discolouration on the green that will act as the apex of your putt. You 
are going to roll your ball EXACTLY over this spot. 
For your short putts, aim at a blade of grass at the back of the cup. 

I hope this article helps you get your ball in the hole a lot quicker the next time you play!  
When you start holing putts from all across the green you can even make sound effects like Chevy Chase 

in Caddyshack - funnnnnnananer, funnnnnnananer, funnnnnnananer. 
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